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Abstract

Internal combustion engines have been and still are key players in today’s
world. Ever increasing fuel consumption standards and the ongoing concerns
about exhaust emissions have pushed the industry to research new concepts
and develop new technologies that address these challenges. To this end, the
diesel direct injection system has recently seen the introduction of direct-
acting piezoelectric injectors, which provide engineers with direct control over
the needle lift, and thus instantaneous rate of injection (ROI). Even though
this type of injector has been studied previously, no direct link between
the instantaneous needle lift and the resulting rate of injection has been
quantified. This study presents an experimental analysis of the relationship
between instantaneous partial needle lifts and the corresponding ROI. A
prototype direct-acting injector was utilized to produce steady injections of
different magnitude by partially lifting the needle. The ROI measurements
were carried out at CMT-Motores Térmicos utilizing a standard injection
rate discharge curve indicator based on the Bosch method (anechoic tube).
The needle lift measurements were performed at the Advanced Photon Source
at Argonne National Laboratory. The analysis seeks both to contribute to
the current understanding of the influence that partial needle lifts have over
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the instantaneous ROI and to provide experimental data with parametric
variations useful for numerical model validations. Results show a strong
relationship between the steady partial needle lift and the ROI. The effect is
non-linear, and also strongly dependent on the injection pressure. The steady
lift value at which the needle ceases to influence the ROI increases with the
injection pressure. Finally, a transient analysis is presented, showing that
the needle velocity may considerably affect the instantaneous ROI, because
of the volume displaced inside the nozzle. Results presented in this study
show that at constant injection pressure and energizing time, this injector has
the potential to control many aspects of the ROI and thus, the heat release
rate. Also, data presented are useful for numerical model validations, which
would provide detailed insight into the physical processes that drive these
observations, and potentially, to the effects of these features on combustion
performance.

Keywords:
Diesel direct injection, rate of injection, synchrotron, x-ray imaging, needle
lift.

1. Introduction1

Internal combustion engines have played a significant part in shaping the2

world and people’s way of life since their introduction over a century ago.3

Nevertheless, the ever increasing fuel consumption standards and the ongo-4

ing concerns about exhaust emissions have pushed the industry to research5

new concepts and develop new technologies that address these concerns and6

challenges.7

A large part of this research and development process has been carried out8

on the fuel injection system because injection conditions play a determinant9

role in fuel spray formation, fuel/air mixing, and combustion performance10

[1, 2]. The injection system hardware has seen several developments over11

the last two decades. Among these was the introduction of piezo-actuated12

injectors, which offer faster response and better control characteristics when13

compared to solenoid-actuaded models [3, 4]. These injectors are similar to14

each other in concept: the injector is remotely actuated and the needle is15

lifted through hydraulic pressure differentials. Therefore, from the control16

point of view, all these injectors behave in “binary” fashion: the fuel rate of17

injection (ROI) is mainly controlled by the injection pressure, and the total18
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injected mass is a function of both injection pressure and energizing time19

(ET). To a certain extent, this limits combustion control, since the ET also20

determines heat release phasing and rates [5–7]. The recent introduction of21

direct-acting piezoelectric injectors [8] provides engineers with direct control22

over the needle lift—thus, over the instantaneous fuel flow—which opens a23

wide range of possibilities for controlling the injection event and combustion24

process [9–11].25

Interest in understanding injector and spray behavior under partial nee-26

dle lift conditions is not bound exclusively to direct-acting injectors, since27

conventional injectors also operate under these conditions in various situa-28

tions (i.e., pilot injections and the start or end of injections). Chiavola and29

Palmieri [12] utilized a numerical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model30

to study the effect of needle radial motion (needle wobble) on cavitation and31

flow patterns within a valve covered orifice nozzle, showing that the radial32

needle location (and speed) can greatly affect the hole-to-hole symmetry of33

the flow. Later, Som et al. [13] presented numerical results of the effects of34

needle lift over in-nozzle flow, showing that needle lift significantly affects the35

velocity fields through the needle seat, the nozzle sac, and the orifice. Ferrari36

and Mittica [14] presented a finite element model of a direct-acting piezoelec-37

tric injector that included electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic submodels,38

concluding that the injection pressure strongly affects the behavior of the39

direct-acting mechanism. Payri et al. [15–17] employed a prototype direct-40

acting injector to study the effect of steady partial needle lift on nozzle flow41

characteristics and macroscopic spray development. Their studies showed a42

strong relationship between fuel mass flow rates through the nozzle and es-43

timated needle lift, also finding that needle lift and piezo actuator response44

are strongly affected by the injection pressure. Moreover, a strong correla-45

tion between the liquid length, vapor spray penetration rate, and needle lift46

was evidenced. Recently, Desantes et al. [18] employed a numerical CFD47

model to study the relationship between needle lift and ROI for a micro-sac48

multi-hole nozzle with cylindrical orifices. In their study, the authors show49

that the onset of the cavitation void occurs at the needle seat for low needle50

lift conditions, and moves downstream to the orifice when needle lift is high51

enough.52

It is important to point out that actual needle lifts in the studies presented53

by Payri et al. [15–17] are unknown and were not directly controlled, so54

existing studies do not establish a direct link between needle lift values and55

spray formation response, for example, to validate CFD models.56
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Measuring instantaneous needle lift of diesel injectors under realistic op-57

erating conditions presents a considerable challenge. X-ray imaging is advan-58

tageous for this particular application, as the rays are able to penetrate the59

steel nozzle wall, eliminating the need for any modification of the injector.60

Synchrotron x-rays provide detailed measurements of the internal geometry61

of fuel injectors by exploiting the phase contrast that occurs when highly col-62

limated x-rays are weakly diffracted by the phase boundaries at the nozzle63

walls [19]. Owing to the high flux of the synchrotron source, time-resolved64

measurements of the internal needle motion can be made with microscale65

precision using a high-speed camera [20]. These measurements have been66

coupled with observations of cavitation and gas ingestion inside the injector67

and changes in the external flow [21–23].68

This paper presents an experimental analysis of the relationship between69

instantaneous partial needle lifts and ROI. A prototype direct-acting injec-70

tor is utilized to produce steady injections of different magnitude by partially71

lifting the needle. Also, transient features such as ramp rates and injection72

rate shaping are explored. The ROI measurements were carried out at CMT-73

Motores Térmicos (CMT) utilizing a standard injection rate discharge curve74

indicator (IRDCI) based in the Bosch method [24]. The needle lift mea-75

surements were performed at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) located at76

Argonne National Laboratory. The analysis pursues two different goals: first,77

to contribute to the understanding of the influence that partial needle lifts78

have over the instantaneous ROI; second, to provide extensive experimen-79

tal data with parametric variations useful for numerical model validations,80

which could potentially be later employed to enhance the current understand-81

ing of partial needle lift and injection rate shaping over global combustion82

performance.83

2. Materials and methods84

2.1. Rate of injection measurements85

The ROI measurements were carried out utilizing a commercial Injection86

Discharge Rate Curve Indicator (IRDCI)[24], which consists of injecting fuel87

into a fuel-filled long tube. The instantaneous ROI is proportional to the88

pressure signal measured by a piezoelectric pressure sensor [25]. For these89

experiments, a total of 50 injections were acquired at each test condition.90

Details of the full apparatus and technique can be found in the work of91

Payri et al. [25, 26]. Injection pressure was measured at the common rail.92
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of x-ray phase-contrast imaging experiment at the 32-ID
beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory (not to scale).

Note that the final repetition-averaged ROI signal for a given test condition93

is scaled/corrected with the total injected mass, which is simultaneously94

measured by a precision electronic scale [25]. The fuel utilized for the ROI95

experiments was ISO 4113 calibration fluid. Details of the test conditions96

covered are presented in Table 1.97

Table 1: Rate of injection experiments test plan

Parameter Test conditions

Inj. press. [bar] 500 500 1500 1500 500 500
Back press. [bar] 50; 11 50 50; 11 50 50 50
Control volt. [V] 135; 120; 105; 90; 85 150; 132; 126 150, 118; 116 85→ 120 95→ 120

100; 95 114
Ramp rate [V/µs] 1 1 1 2 2 2
Injection shape square square square square boot boot

2.2. Phase-contrast imaging98

X-ray measurements of needle displacement were performed at the 32-ID99

beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory100

[27]. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 1, and the test conditions101

covered are presented in Table 2. A common-rail diesel injection system102

powered by an electrically driven mechanical pump delivered fuel to the in-103

jector. Injection pressure was measured at the common rail. The fuel was104

sprayed into a chamber pressurized with N2. Kapton windows allowed the105

x-rays to pass through the chamber with minimum absorption. The experi-106

ments were conducted at room temperature. The fuel used was a commercial107
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diesel surrogate with approximately 2 % (by mass) cerium additive. The fuel108

had a density of 865.6 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 3.22 cSt at 25 ◦C. For these109

experiments, a total of 21 injections were acquired for each test condition.110

The peak irradiance of the x-ray beam was approximately 3× 1012 ph/s/mm2/0.1 %BW111

with an undulator gap of 17 mm. The distance from the source to the ex-112

periment was approximately 35.5 m. A 5 mm Si filter was used to remove113

low-energy photons from the raw x-ray source. A 150µm LuAG:Ce scintilla-114

tor [28] converted the x-rays to visible light, which was recorded by a Photron115

SA-Z high-speed camera at 150 kHz frame rate and 566 ns exposure time, fit-116

ted with a 10× long-distance microscope. The propagation distance from117

the experiment to the scintillator was approximately 600 mm. The spatial118

resolution achieved with this system was 1.95 µm per pixel.119

Table 2: Phase-contrast imaging experiments test plan

Parameter Test conditions

Inj. press. [bar] 500 500 1500
Back press. [bar] 1 1;11 1
Control volt. [V] 135; 105; 100 120; 85 150; 132; 126

95; 90; 80 118
Ramp rate [V/µs] 1 1 1
Injection shape square square square

Note that there is not complete overlap between the ROI and phase-120

contrast imaging test plans. Since the time window available for both ex-121

periments was limited, only a select group of test conditions overlap between122

them, and the rest comprise particular tests of interest for each of the vari-123

ables being measured.124

2.3. The direct-acting prototype injector125

Figure 2 shows a sample image of the nozzle. The figure depicts how126

the needle tip and seat geometries are quite different from conventional sac127

designs, where the needle tip occupies less of the sac volume, and the seat128

angles are smaller [20]. During and injection event, the needle lifts towards129

the upper-left corner of the image, allowing fuel to flow through the needle130

seat and towards the outlet orifices.131

The direct-acting mechanisms consist of a rocker or lever system that con-132

nects the needle to the piezo-stack linear actuator, similar to the mechanism133

detailed by Ferrari and Mittica [14]. The needle rests in zero-lift position134

6



Nozzle wall

Needle tip

250 µm

 Needle seat

Figure 2: Raw image of the nozzle obtained from x-ray phase contrast imaging. Note that
there is no lift in this figure and the needle is resting on the seat, which is at the upper left
and right corners of the image. Fuel flows from the needle seat towards the outlet orifices
as indicated by the blue arrows.

when the piezo-stack is not charged because injection pressure and a me-135

chanical spring push it against its seat.136

Needle lift is controlled through the voltage applied to the piezo-stack137

linear actuator. Figure 3 shows an example of a set of various control sig-138

nals utilized to produce injections with different needle lifts. For all results139

presented in this paper, the ET was kept constant at 3.2 ms, which was pur-140

posely set to obtain long ROI and needle lift signals with both transient and141

steady state stages. Note that Figure 3 shows time values measured after142

the start of energizing (SOE), which is convenient for control signals. For143

measurements of spray characteristics, time values are often referenced to144

the start of injection (SOI), which is usually several hundred microseconds145

after the SOE.146

Each control signal steady voltage level shown in Figure 3 is reached at a147

rising ramp rate of 1 V/µs. Even though the steady voltage level determines148

the steady needle lift behavior, transient needle displacements are strongly149

affected by the slope of the control signal. Control signal de-energizing ramp150

rates were kept constant at 1 V/µs through all experiments presented in this151

paper.152
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Figure 3: Injector control signals of different amplitude but equal energizing time of 3.2 ms
and rising ramp rate of 1 V/µs.

3. Results and discussion153

3.1. Rate of injection measurements154

Figure 4 illustrates how partial needle lifts are able to throttle the instan-155

taneous ROI down to very low rates, even though the pressure drop along156

the nozzle remains constant for all cases shown. In particular, these ROI157

signals correspond to the control signals presented in Figure 3. These results158

are similar to the observations of Payri et al. [15], but in this case, ROI159

throttling could be taken to a lower limit because direct control of the signal160

was possible, instead of utilizing a modified electronic control unit. In these161

high throttling situations, an initial overshoot of the steady injection rate is162

observed, even though all cases have control signals with equal ramp rates of163

1 V/µs. It is possible to suppress this overshoot by tuning the control signal164

appropriately to the response frequency of the system, however, this was not165

the objective of these experiments as the overshoot shows interesting features166

in the transient response of the system. Moreover, it is important to note167

that ROI response is of second order, with moderate damping, which is re-168

lated to (but not directly linked to) the expected second order response for a169

piezo-actuated damped system with inertia. On the other hand, all injection170

rates show a high frequency component, especially strong for the 135 V case.171
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Figure 4: Instantaneous ROI for different drive signal voltages at an injection pressure
of 500 bar and a back pressure of 50 bar. The ramp rate of the control signal for all the
differente voltages is 1 V/µs.

These are pressures waves initiated when the needle suddenly stops lifting,172

which are artifacts of the fuel-filled injection discharge tube and are not to173

be mistaken for ROI fluctuations actually caused by needle vibration.174

The injection pressure, which pushes to close the needle, strongly affects175

the span of effective throttling at higher injection pressures, as Figure 5176

illustrates. In this case, the 132 V ROI signal features a slower ramp when177

compared to the full lift (150 V) case, even though both cases have control178

signals with equal ramp rates of 1 V/µs. Also, it is important to point out179

that steady signal voltages between 131 V to 127 V produced very unsteady180

behaviors, where each single injection could produce signals that would fall181

between the 132 V and 126 V signals. This is believed to occur because182

deformations in the rocker mechanism—which counteracts the force produced183

by the injection pressure—widen the pivot point and reduce the mechanical184

advantage [14], deteriorating the rocker pivoting action. Therefore, at high185

injection pressures, more energy is necessary to overcome the increased force186

imparted by the higher pressure and the distorted pivot. Control signals187

with ramps of 1 V/µs and steady signal voltages below 126 V did not give the188

piezo-stack enough energy to keep the needle lifted after the initial overshoot,189

which made the injections behave similar to pilot injections of very short190

9
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Figure 5: Instantaneous ROI for different drive signal voltages at an injection pressure of
1500 bar and a back pressure of 50 bar. The ramp rate of the control signal for all the
differente voltages is 1 V/µs.

effective ET.191

A faster ramp in the control signal would energize the piezo-stack actuator192

more rapidly, which can help overcome the force produced by the injection193

pressure at the beginning of the injection event. Figure 6 illustrates how194

changing the ramp rate from 1 V/µs to 2 V/µs aids lifting the needle in high195

injection pressure scenarios. This enables the possibility of applying control196

signals with lower steady voltages, enhancing the ROI throttling span at this197

injection pressure. As expected, for this faster ramp rate there is still a range198

of steady voltages that produce inconsistent injections. Finally, looking at the199

114 V signal, the high frequency vibration at the latter part of the injection200

event is a pressure wave oscillation because of the fuel-filled IRDCI, not to201

be mistaken for a real fluctuation in the ROI caused by needle lift behavior.202

Taking the steady, time-averaged ROI value of each signal facilitates the203

analysis of the control signal steady voltage effects over the ROI. Figure 7204

illustrates the global effect of the control signal steady voltage over the ROI205

and thus, the discharge coefficient. For injection pressures of 500 bar the206

wide span of steady ROIs possible is evident. As expected, the span width207

decreases as injection pressure increases. Also as depicted by Figures 5 and208

6, the span of throttling ability can be stretched by properly preparing the209
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Figure 6: Instantaneous ROI for different drive signal voltages at an injection pressure of
1500 bar and a back pressure of 50 bar. The ramp rate of the control signal for all the
different voltages is 2 V/µs.

control signal (in this study, just the rising ramp rate effect is presented). The210

discharge coefficient of the complete nozzle (Figure 7-bottom) also shows how211

the needle lift is able to throttle the ROI, lowering the discharge coefficients212

from 0.81 to as low as 0.11. Note that discharge coefficients converge to a213

maximum value as full lift is reached. Finally, it is important to point out214

that the effect of the voltage over the ROI is not linear.215

The direct-acting feature of the injector enables control not only of partial216

needle lift but also of ROI profiling [17]. In addition to the reference case—a217

full lift ‘square’ shaped injection at a rail pressure of 500 bar and a back218

pressure of 50 bar—two ‘boot’ shaped profiles were tested for comparison.219

The ‘boot’ profile is produced by introducing a step in the control signal, as220

depicted in Figure 8. Note that even though the ‘square’ shaped injection is221

produced by a control signal with a higher steady voltage in the first stage of222

the injection event, the ROI of the ‘boot2’ shaped injection overshoots past223

it, due to the faster control signal ramp rate. On the same lines, these rapid224

needle movements and stops produce the pressure waves that are observed225

as higher frequency fluctuations in the ROI signals.226
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(a) Needle fully closed (b) Needle opening (c) Needle fully open

Figure 9: Sequence of x-ray images of needle lift for a single test at an injection pressure
of 1500 bar, back pressure of 1 bar, with a control signal ramp rate of 1 V/µs and a steady
voltage of 150 V.

3.2. Needle displacement227

X-ray phase-contrast images were used for time-resolved tracking of nee-228

dle displacement. The tracking algorithm consists of a simple 2D cross-229

correlation routine that evaluates the cross-correlation between an interro-230

gation sector of the first images (before any needle displacement) to the231

subsequent images [20–22]. Figure 9 is a typical sequence of raw images that232

permit observation of needle displacement.233

As shown in Figure 10, needle motion in the seat region was also imaged234

for particular test conditions. Note the angle between the needle and seat235

surfaces, which promotes a positive seal when the needle is fully closed. These236

images were obtained at the reference, full lift condition: an injection pressure237

of 500 bar, control signal ramp rate of 1 V/µs and steady voltage level of238

120 V.239

Due to the limited time available for measurements, only a select group240

of test conditions could be imaged. Thus, the experiments focused on mea-241

surements that could enhance the current understanding of the link between242

needle lift and ROI. Figure 11 depicts needle lifts measured at the different243

drive voltage levels. This figure explains the results observed for the ROI in244

Figure 4 at comparable test conditions: the injector is able to successfully245

and consistently throttle the ROI by partially lifting the needle. Note that246

the overshoots in the transients of the ROI curves in Figure 4 are also present247

in the needle lifts shown in Figure 11, as is the second order response, which248

again underscores the direct link between instantaneous needle lift and ROI.249

Needle lift measurements at higher injection pressure, illustrated in Figure250

14



(a) Needle fully closed (b) Needle opening (c) Needle fully open

Figure 10: Sequence of x-ray images of the needle seat region. The test was performed at
an injection pressure of 500 bar and a back pressure of 1 bar, with a control signal ramp
rate of 1 V/µs and a steady voltage level of 120 V. Fuel flows from top to bottom in these
images.

12, also correlate well to the ROI observations of Figure 5. Note the con-251

siderably slower lift velocity for the 132 V signal, which clearly explains the252

slower slope in the mass flow rate previously observed for the same voltage253

case.254

The effect of small back pressure differences was evaluated by comparing255

two back pressure cases at the two limits of needle lift. Figure 13 illustrates256

the comparison, showing that 10 bar of back pressure difference has no signifi-257

cant effect on the needle lift, confirming that the rest of the lift measurements258

would represent the real lifts during the ROI experiments performed at a back259

pressure of 11 bar. This was important to assess, especially for the low lift260

critical cases where a further increase in back pressure could impact the lift.261

As previously done with the ROI, taking time-averaged values in the262

steady parts of the signals allows for easier observation of the link between263

steady needle lift and control signal voltage. Figure 14 illustrates that, un-264

like the case of ROIs, the relationship between the steady needle lift and the265

control signal voltage is quite linear. Note that in some cases, several mea-266

surements are shown at the same control signal voltage level, because the plot267

includes back pressure variations. The two outliers at injection pressures of268

1500 bar that do not follow the linear trend correspond to those cases where269

the needle is not lifted properly due to deformations in the rocker mechanism,270

which was also seen in the ROI results. Payri et al. [15] reached similar con-271

clusions through numerical analysis of the flow inside the nozzle, estimating272

the necessary needle lifts to produce the mass flow rates measured at each273
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Figure 11: Instantaneous needle lift for different drive signal voltages at an injection
pressure of 500 bar and a back pressure of 1 bar. The ramp rate of the control signal for
all the differente voltages is 1 V/µs.
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Figure 12: Instantaneous needle lift for different drive signal voltages at an injection
pressure of 1500 bar and a back pressure of 1 bar. The ramp rate of the control signal for
all the differente voltages is 1 V/µs.
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Figure 13: Evaluation of the effect of small increase in back pressure over the instantaneous
needle lift. All tests where performed at an injection pressure of 500 bar. The ramp rate
of the control signal for all cases is 1 V/µs.

piezo charge. The results presented here confirm and quantify the estimates274

of Payri et al. [15].275

3.3. Instantaneous relationship between the rate of injection and needle lift276

In this section the instantaneous relationship between the rate of injec-277

tion and needle lift is evaluated. Note that the correlation between these278

variables is done for the repetition-average time-resolved responses of each279

variable, where the ROI experiments comprise a total of 50 injections while280

the needle lift experiments comprise 21 injections. This difference, however,281

is not expected to affect the results presented since shot-to-shot dispersion of282

either measurement is remarkably low, approximately 3 % for lift measure-283

ments and 4 % for ROI measurements.284

Note that only the ROIs measured at a back pressure of 11 bar are con-285

sidered, to guarantee that the needle lifts measured are relevant to the corre-286

sponding ROI at similar test conditions. Unfortunately, it was not possible287

to perform the same number of ROI experiments at a back pressure of 11 bar288

as were performed for 50 bar. Therefore, this section correlates only the test289

conditions that were available in both ROI and needle lift measurements.290

Note also that ROIs were sampled at 100 kHz while x-ray phase contrast291

images were acquired at 150 kHz. In order to make it possible to establish292

an instantaneous link between the two responses, the needle lift signals were293
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Figure 14: Time-averaged steady needle lift response to the control signal steady voltage
at the two injection pressures tested.

down-sampled to the time domain of the ROI signals.294

Figure 15 illustrates the ROI as a function of instantaneous needle lifts.295

Injection pressures are separated into two sub-figures for clarity. The “clouds”296

of points represent steady state ROI and lift conditions (including points be-297

fore and after the injection event, which comprise the cloud near the origin),298

while the transients are represented by the points going from zero up to299

their corresponding steady state cloud. Note that the complete injection300

event goes anti-clockwise in this figure, as indicated by the light-gray arrows.301

Therefore, for each voltage, the injection event starts at the origin, travels302

through the bottom-right corner of the plot up to the corresponding steady303

state lift-ROI combination, and finally returns to zero through the top-left304

corner of the plot.305

The steaty state shows an asymptotic behavior, where increasing needle306

lift after a certain point (the “full lift” definition) has no effect on the steady307

ROI. As observed in the ROI results, the “full lift” height depends on the308

injection pressure: at a rail pressure of 500 bar, the needle lift ceases to have309

an effect over the ROI near 50µm, while at 1500 bar this condition is reached310

near 70µm. For a given injection pressure, the needle ceases to affect the ROI311

once lifted past this “full lift” point, from where the orifices take over fuel312

flow control. Note that overshoots of both needle lift and ROI are observed313

in the plot, especially for low-lift scenarios where the overshoots were largest.314

The steady state trends found in this study are similar to those estimated315
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by Payri et al. [15], but to the authors’ knowledge this is the first time this316

result is presented purely from experiments, and also the first time that the317

instantaneous link between needle lift and ROI has been analyzed.318

Figure 15 provides interesting information regarding transients. Note that319

the needle opening initially causes a negative ROI—usually seen in instan-320

taneous ROI measurements, as Figures 4, 5, and 6 show—due to the volume321

suddenly displaced in the nozzle sac. The opposite can be observed during322

the needle closing, where the sac volume is rapidly decreasing and therefore,323

fuel is pumped out even though the needle seat is being ever more restricted.324

This is the effect of rapid needle velocities and also occurs because the injec-325

tion rate meter is filled with fuel. Thus, if the needle lift velocity is slower,326

the volume displacement effect should be decreased. At a rail pressure of327

1500 bar, a control signal voltage of 132 V produced a slower needle lift ve-328

locity, as shown in Figure 12. Slower needle lift velocities are evidenced in329

Figure 15-(b) as points going from zero to the steady state condition through330

the center of the plot, almost following the expected trend of steady state331

ROI vs. needle lift. This suggests that producing injections with even slower332

needle lift velocities—which was possible but not thought to be of interest333

at the time of test planning—would render the full span of points for the334

link between quasi-steady needle lifts and ROIs. Note that these observa-335

tions in the transient stages imply that there will always be a hydraulic delay336

in the steady ROI with respect to the reference energizing signal, even for337

direct-acting injectors.338

4. Conclusions339

In this study, experiments were carried out to measure both instantaneous340

rate of injection and needle lift for a prototype direct-acting injector capable341

of consistently producing injections with partial needle lifts. A series of test342

conditions and configurations were evaluated and their effects analyzed, and343

from these analyses the following conclusions can be drawn:344

• The direct-acting injector is able to consistently throttle rates of injec-345

tion by partially lifting the needle. The spectrum of possible throttling346

levels depended strongly on injection pressure—higher rail pressures347

reduce the throttling capabilities considerably. Pressure-induced dis-348

tortions of the injector rocker mechanism appeared to limit needle lift349

control at high injection pressures. Two control signal rising ramp350
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rates were evaluated, showing that they can indeed help in these low-351

lift limit situations. In general, partial needle lifts were able to decrease352

the discharge coefficient from approximately 0.81 to as low as 0.11.353

• The direct-acting feature of the injector can be utilized to consistently354

shape the injection rate signal as desired. Two ‘boot’ shaped rate355

of injection profiles were presented. The ‘boot’ shaped ROI signals356

were similar in consistency when compared to the conventional ‘square’357

shaped ROI signals.358

• The needle lift response—and with it, the rate of injection response—359

was found to be of second order. The control signals were purposely360

maintained simple and square shaped to generate this behavior that,361

for low lift situations, produced a needle lift and thus, rate of injection362

overshoots in the initial stage of the injection event.363

• The relationship between steady rate of injection and control signal364

voltage was found to be non-linear, while the relationship between365

steady needle lift and control signal voltage was found to be linear366

(except when rocker deformation interfered with needle lift).367

• The rate of injection is affected by needle lift only up to a certain point.368

This point is dependent on injection pressure: at an injection pressure369

of 500 bar, the needle had to be lifted to approximately 50 µm for it to370

cease throttling the rate of injection, while at 1500 bar it needed to be371

lifted to approximately 70µm for the same purpose.372

• Fast needle movements displace volume in the sac, which alters the373

instantaneous rate of injection. This implies that there will always374

be a hydraulic delay between the control signal stabilization and the375

rate of injection, even for direct-acting injectors. The opening effect is376

expected to be reduced when injecting into a gas ambient.377

Finally, the authors believe that it would be illuminating to study these378

results through multi-phase numerical models, and with them, to further379

evaluate the effects of needle lift and needle velocity over the instantaneous380

rate of injection and cavitation regimes in the needle seat. This may provide381

detailed insights into the physical processes that drive these observations,382

and potentially, to the effects that these features could have on combustion383

performance.384
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